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FRIEND TAGGING CONTEST 
 

SUGGESTED PLATFORM: Facebook, Instagram 
 
OBJECTIVE: Here’s a simple social media contest that you can run that encourages your fans to share 
your news/music/proposition by tagging their friends to enter to win a prize. 
 
For this promotion, you’ll need to define the following:  

 
●  INCENTIVE — What are you offering as a prize or incentive for people to tag their friends? 
(Examples: a digital download of our new album, a $25 gift card to your local record store, access 
to our behind-the-scenes Facebook group, etc.) 

  
●  BAND/ENTITY NAME — What band or entity are you promoting? This is for the second 
fill-in-the-blank (below) that informs people what you want them to know about! 

 
●  HASHTAG — What’s the hashtag for your entity or campaign? Using a unique hashtag will 
allow you to easily search for contest entries and help quantify engagement of your fans. Learn 
more about hashtags in the second contest idea below. 

 
●  DAY/TIME OF LAUNCH— When do you wanna do this thing? 

 
SAMPLE COPY - CUT, PASTE, & EDIT TO YOUR NEEDS:  
 
If you can help us spread the word about our new album, we’re gonna let one lucky person (and 
their tagged friends) behind the curtain to get *INSERT INCENTIVE* (ex: a special first listen)! 
That's right, just tag 3 friends that you think should know hear the new *INSERT ENTITY NAME* 
album below in the comments of this post and use the hashtag *INSERT HASHTAG* . Feel free 
to tag as many friends as you like, because if you win - ALL of your tagged friends are gonna 
get the first listen and they'll have YOU to thank! The contest runs until *INSERT DAY* at 
*INSERT TIME* . Good luck and get tagging!!!  
 

           



HASHTAG CONTEST 
 

SUGGESTED PLATFORM: Instagram, Twitter  
 
OBJECTIVE: Ask followers to take and post a picture, including a designated hashtag. The hashtag must 
be unique to the platform that you’re using. Why? Because this is how you’ll see who’s entered the 
contest. Because, if you supply fans with a non-unique hashtag like “#Happy”, your “submissions” will be 
lumped in with everyone who’s tagged their pics with #Happy previously. Choose a unique hashtag, so 
that everyone who uses it can be tracked by clicking on the tag in whatever platform you’re using. 
 
For this promotion, you’ll again need to define the following:  

 
●  INCENTIVE — What are you offering as a prize or incentive for people to tag their friends? 
(Examples: a digital download of our new album, a $25 gift card to your local record store, access 
to our behind-the-scenes Facebook group, etc.) 

  
●  BAND/ENTITY NAME — What band or entity are you promoting? This is for the second 
fill-in-the-blank (below) that informs people what you want them to know about! 

 
●  HASHTAG — What’s the hashtag for your entity or campaign?  

 
●  DAY/TIME OF LAUNCH— When do you wanna do this thing?

 
EXAMPLE: In this example, this is a fictional hashtag contest that Radiohead is running on their 
Facebook page: 

 
“Hey guys! Here’s a little contest for ya. Post a picture of one of our albums somewhere in your house 
along with the hashtag #WhereIListen2Radiohead to be entered into a contest to win *INSERT PRIZE*. 
Enter by **/**/**. We’re excited to see your pictures! Sincerely, Radiohead” 

 
NOTE: Again, the hashtag MUST be unique enough so that all uses of it within the specified 
timeframe can be tracked by viewing all photos on the platform you're using. 

 
CHOOSING A WINNER: 

 
Sometimes people like to know how you’ll be choosing a winner. Is the winner being chosen at random, 
or are you choosing your favorite entry? You’ll probably get some better entries if you make it competitive, 
although you may get less entries! 

 
Once you announce the winner (in either a separate post, or in the comments of the post, or by including 
an “*UPDATE— We have a winner: **INSERT WINNER**” to the original contest post. 

 
There’s no right or wrong way. Have fun with it!  
 



 
 
 
 

        
Additional guides and more information at:  
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